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3 flattery while lots of compliments feel good and can be genuine it may be in your
best interest to not take them at face value every time consider other factors like if
the person is if you suspect that you might engage in covert manipulation look for
these seven common signs you share information selectively for example if you really
want to go to a restaurant but aren t 12 signs that you re dealing with a master
manipulator a new study on the dark trait machiavellianism can help you spot
manipulation posted february 18 2020 reviewed by abigail fagan key online comment can
be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and manipulators often
seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or even topic less in
this book joseph reagle urges us to read the comments typically manipulators use
threats guilt blackmail and flattery to achieve their goals and control a given
situation they push other people around like pawns on a chess board be careful though
because manipulative people can be charming and funny at face value reading the
comments likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the is a 2015 non fiction book
by northeastern university professor joseph m reagle jr the book was first published on
april 24 2015 through mit press and deals with the subject of internet comments in
locations like youtube amazon and forums haters and manipulators often seem to
monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or even topic less in this book
joseph reagle urges us to read the comments conversations on the bottom half of the
internet he argues can tell us much about human nature and social behavior online
comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and
manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or
even topic less in how to deal with manipulators manipulative behaviors are designed to
control others it s important to name the behavior and to state your boundary around it
despite their lowly reputation as a kind of dark collective unconscious of the internet
the process of commenting and the comments themselves are everyday activities that not
only provide outlets for our negative side weaknesses and vanity but also structure our
lives significantly five manipulation tactics in particular lead decision makers into
missteps like choosing dubious partners or investments hiring unqualified agencies
greenlighting ill conceived internal likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of
the by joseph reagle paperback 20 00 paperback isbn 9780262529884 pub date october 7
2016 publisher the mit press 240 pp 6 x 9 in 12 figures he discusses the techniques of
online fakery distinguishing makers fakers and takers describes the emotional work of
receiving and giving feedback and examines the culture of trolls and haters bullying
and misogyny reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the
by reagle joseph michael author publication date 2015 topics online chat groups
electronic discussion groups blogs social aspects internet social aspects publisher as
the reader moves on from page 17 there is discussion of product reviews yelp and amazon
ratings controversies between writers and reviewers on the website goodreads com spam
sock puppets beta readers of fan fiction and the manipulators of comments for economic
gain or personal attack online comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or
maddening haters and manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some
comments are off topic or even topic less in this book joseph reagle urges us to read
the comments based on reagle joseph m jr reading the comments likers haters and
manipulators at the bottom of the web the mit press cambridge ma 2015 xii 228 pp isbn
9780262028936 27 95 pbk volume 18 issue 4 reading the comments likers haters and
manipulators at the bottom of the by joseph m reagle jr cambridge ma mit press 2015 240
pp 28 95 isbn 9780262028936 cloth online comment can be informative or misleading
entertaining or maddening haters and manipulators often seem to monopolize the
conversation some comments are off topic or even topic less in this book joseph reagle
urges us to read the comments tldr a hybrid culture on kia was found that applied chan
culture values and flaming but increasingly localized the behavior to kia rather than
direct readers out of the site which suggests a closer examination of how communities
self organize around meta naming structures expand
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3 flattery while lots of compliments feel good and can be genuine it may be in your
best interest to not take them at face value every time consider other factors like if
the person is

7 signs that you re a covert manipulator psychology today
Apr 18 2024

if you suspect that you might engage in covert manipulation look for these seven common
signs you share information selectively for example if you really want to go to a
restaurant but aren t

12 signs that you re dealing with a master manipulator
Mar 17 2024

12 signs that you re dealing with a master manipulator a new study on the dark trait
machiavellianism can help you spot manipulation posted february 18 2020 reviewed by
abigail fagan key

reading the comments
Feb 16 2024

online comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and
manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or
even topic less in this book joseph reagle urges us to read the comments

13 ways to put a manipulator in their place live bold and
bloom
Jan 15 2024

typically manipulators use threats guilt blackmail and flattery to achieve their goals
and control a given situation they push other people around like pawns on a chess board
be careful though because manipulative people can be charming and funny at face value

reading the comments wikipedia
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reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the is a 2015 non
fiction book by northeastern university professor joseph m reagle jr the book was first
published on april 24 2015 through mit press and deals with the subject of internet
comments in locations like youtube amazon and forums

reading the commentslikers haters and manipulators at the
Nov 13 2023

haters and manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off
topic or even topic less in this book joseph reagle urges us to read the comments
conversations on the bottom half of the internet he argues can tell us much about human
nature and social behavior

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at
Oct 12 2023

online comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and
manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or
even topic less in
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how to deal with manipulators psychology today
Sep 11 2023

how to deal with manipulators manipulative behaviors are designed to control others it
s important to name the behavior and to state your boundary around it

book review reading the comments likers haters and
Aug 10 2023

despite their lowly reputation as a kind of dark collective unconscious of the internet
the process of commenting and the comments themselves are everyday activities that not
only provide outlets for our negative side weaknesses and vanity but also structure our
lives significantly

5 types of manipulators at work harvard business review
Jul 09 2023

five manipulation tactics in particular lead decision makers into missteps like
choosing dubious partners or investments hiring unqualified agencies greenlighting ill
conceived internal

reading the comments mit press
Jun 08 2023

likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the by joseph reagle paperback 20 00
paperback isbn 9780262529884 pub date october 7 2016 publisher the mit press 240 pp 6 x
9 in 12 figures

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
May 07 2023

he discusses the techniques of online fakery distinguishing makers fakers and takers
describes the emotional work of receiving and giving feedback and examines the culture
of trolls and haters bullying and misogyny

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at
Apr 06 2023

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the by reagle
joseph michael author publication date 2015 topics online chat groups electronic
discussion groups blogs social aspects internet social aspects publisher

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
Mar 05 2023

as the reader moves on from page 17 there is discussion of product reviews yelp and
amazon ratings controversies between writers and reviewers on the website goodreads com
spam sock puppets beta readers of fan fiction and the manipulators of comments for
economic gain or personal attack

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
Feb 04 2023

online comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and
manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or
even topic less in this book joseph reagle urges us to read the comments
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reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
Jan 03 2023

based on reagle joseph m jr reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
bottom of the web the mit press cambridge ma 2015 xii 228 pp isbn 9780262028936 27 95
pbk volume 18 issue 4

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
Dec 02 2022

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the bottom of the by joseph m
reagle jr cambridge ma mit press 2015 240 pp 28 95 isbn 9780262028936 cloth

reading the comments likers haters and manipulators at the
Nov 01 2022

online comment can be informative or misleading entertaining or maddening haters and
manipulators often seem to monopolize the conversation some comments are off topic or
even topic less in this book joseph reagle urges us to read the comments

pdf reading the comments likers haters and manipulators
Sep 30 2022

tldr a hybrid culture on kia was found that applied chan culture values and flaming but
increasingly localized the behavior to kia rather than direct readers out of the site
which suggests a closer examination of how communities self organize around meta naming
structures expand
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